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Abstract. This paper considers the use of observed and predicted match statistics as inputs to forecasts for the outcomes of
football matches. It is shown that, were it possible to know the match statistics in advance, highly informative forecasts of the
match outcome could be made. Whilst, in practice, match statistics are clearly never available prior to the match, this leads to a
simple philosophy. If match statistics can be predicted pre-match, and if those predictions are accurate enough, it follows that
informative match forecasts can be made. Two approaches to the prediction of match statistics are demonstrated: Generalised
Attacking Performance (GAP) ratings and a set of ratings based on the Bivariate Poisson model which are named Bivariate
Attacking (BA) ratings. It is shown that both approaches provide a suitable methodology for predicting match statistics in
advance and that they are informative enough to provide information beyond that reflected in the odds. A long term and
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1. Introduction15
Quantitative analysis of sports is a rapidly grow-16
ing discipline with participants, coaches, owners, as17
well as gamblers, increasingly recognising its poten-18
tial in gaining an edge over their opponents. This19
has naturally led to a demand for information that20
might allow better decisions to be made. Associa-21
tion football (hereafter football) is the most popular22
sport globally and, although, historically, the use of23
quantitative analysis has lagged behind that of US24
sports, this is slowly changing. Gambling on football25
matches has also grown significantly in popularity26
in recent decades and this has contributed to an27
increased demand for informative quantitative anal-28
ysis.29
Today, in the most popular football leagues glob-30
ally, a great deal of match data are collected. Data on31
the location and outcome of every match event can32
be purchased, whilst free data are available including33
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match statistics such as the numbers of shots, corners 34
and fouls by each team. This creates huge potential for 35
those able to process the data in an informative way. 36
This paper focuses on probabilistic prediction of the 37
outcomes of football matches, i.e. whether the match 38
ends with a home win, a draw or an away win. A prob- 39
abilistic forecast of such an event simply consists of 40
estimated probabilities placed on each of the three 41
possible outcomes. Statistical models can be used to 42
incorporate information into probabilistic forecasts. 43
The basic philosophy of this paper is as follows. 44
Suppose, somehow, that certain match statistics, such 45
as the number of shots or corners achieved by each 46
team, were available in advance of kickoff. In such a 47
case, it would be reasonable to expect to be able to use 48
this information to create informative forecasts and 49
it is shown that this is the case. Obviously, in reality, 50
this information would never be available in advance. 51
However, if one can use statistics from past matches to 52
predict the match statistics before the match begins, 53
and those predictions are accurate enough, they can 54
be used to create informative forecasts of the match 55
outcome. The quality of the forecast is then dependent 56
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2 E. Wheatcroft / Forecasting football matches by predicting match statistics
both on the importance of the match statistic itself57
and the accuracy of the pre-match prediction of that58
statistic.59
In this paper, observed and predicted match statis-60
tics are used as inputs to a simple statistical model to61
construct probabilistic forecasts of match outcomes.62
First, observed match statistics in the form of the63
number of shots on target, shots off target and cor-64
ners, are used to build forecasts and are shown to be65
informative. The observed match statistics are then66
replaced with predicted statistics calculated using67
(i) Generalised Attacking Performance (GAP) Rat-68
ings, a system which uses past data to estimate69
the number of defined measures of attacking per-70
formance a team can be expected to achieve in a71
given match (Wheatcroft, 2020), and (ii) Bivariate72
Attacking (BA) ratings which are introduced here73
and are a slightly modified version of the Bivariate74
Poisson model which has demonstrated favourable75
results in comparison to other parametric approaches76
(Ley et al. 2019). Whilst, unsurprisingly, it is found77
that predicted match statistics are less informative78
than observed statistics, they can still provide useful79
information for the construction of the forecasts. It is80
shown that a robust profit can be made by construct-81
ing forecasts based on predicted match statistics and82
using them alongside two different betting strategies.83
For much of the history of sports prediction, rating84
systems in a similar vein to the GAP rating system85
used in this paper have played a key role. Probably86
the most well known is the Elo rating system which87
was originally designed to produce rankings for chess88
players but has a long history in other sports (Elo, et89
al. 1978). The Elo system assigns a rating to each90
player or team which, in combination with the rating91
of the opposition, is used to estimate the probability of92
each possible outcome. The ratings are updated after93
each game in which a player or team is involved. A94
weakness of the original Elo rating system is that it95
does not estimate the probability of a draw. As such, in96
sports such as football, in which draws are common,97
some additional methodology is required to estimate98
that probability.99
Elo ratings are in widespread use in football and100
have been demonstrated to perform favourably with101
respect to other rating systems (Hvattum and Arntzen,102
2010). Since 2018, Fifa has used an Elo rating system103
to produce its international football world rankings104
(Fifa, 2018). Elo ratings have also been applied105
to a wide range of other sports including, among106
others, Rugby League (Carbone et al., 2016) and107
video games (Suznjevic et al., 2015). The website108
fivethirtyeight.com produces probabilities for NFL 109
(FiveThir- tyEight, 2020a) and NBA (FiveThir- 110
tyEight, 2020b) based on Elo ratings. A limitation 111
of the Elo rating system is that it does not account for 112
the size of a win. This means that a team’s ranking 113
after a match would be the same after either a narrow 114
or convincing victory. Some authors have adapted the 115
system to account for the margin of victory (see, for 116
example, Lasek et al. (2013) and Sullivan and Cronin 117
(2016)). 118
The original Elo rating system assigns a single rat- 119
ing to each participating team or player, reflecting 120
its overall ability. This does not directly allow for 121
a distinction between the performance of a team in 122
its home or away matches. Typically, some adjust- 123
ment to the estimated probabilities is made to account 124
for home advantage. Other rating systems distinguish 125
between home and away performances. One system 126
that does this is the pi-rating system in which a sep- 127
arate home and away rating is assigned to each team 128
(Constantinou and Fenton, 2013). The pi-rating sys- 129
tem also takes into account the winning margin of 130
each team, but this is tapered such that the impact 131
of additional goals on top of already large winning 132
margins is lower than that of goals in close matches. 133
The GAP rating system, introduced in Wheatcroft 134
(2020) and used in this paper, differs from both the 135
Elo rating and the pi-rating systems in that, rather than 136
producing a single rating, each team is assigned a sep- 137
arate attacking and defensive rating both for its home 138
and away matches. This results in a total of 4 ratings 139
per team. The approach of assigning attacking and 140
defensive ratings has been taken by a large number 141
of authors. An early example is Maher (1982) who 142
assigned fixed ratings to each team and combined 143
them with a Poisson model to estimate the number of 144
goals scored. They did not use their ratings to estimate 145
match probabilities but Dixon and Coles (1997) did 146
so using a similar approach. Combined with a value 147
betting strategy, they were able to demonstrate a sig- 148
nificant profit for matches with a large discrepancy 149
between the estimated probabilities and the proba- 150
bilities implied by the odds. Dixon and Pope (2004) 151
modified the Dixon and Coles model and were able 152
to demonstrate a profit using a wider range of pub- 153
lished bookmaker odds. Rue and Salvesen (2000) 154
defined a Bayesian model for attacking and defen- 155
sive ratings, allowing them to vary over time. Other 156
examples of systems that use attacking and defensive 157
ratings can be found in Karlis and Ntzoufras (2003), 158
Lee (1997) and Baker and McHale (2015). Ley et 159
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(with the parameters estimated using maximum like-161
lihood) and found the Bivariate Poisson model to give162
the most favourable results. Koopman and Lit (2015)163
used a Bivariate Poisson model alongside a Bayesian164
approach to demonstrate a profitable betting strategy.165
The use of rating systems naturally leads to the166
question of how to translate them into probabilistic167
forecasts. One of two approaches is generally taken.168
The first is to model the number of goals scored169
by each team using Poisson or Negative Binomial170
regression with the ratings of each team used as171
predictor variables. These are then used to estimate172
match probabilities. The second approach is to predict173
the probability of each match outcome directly using174
methods such as logistic regression. There is little175
evidence to suggest a major difference in the perfor-176
mance of the two approaches (God- dard, 2005). In177
this paper, the latter approach is taken, specifically in178
the form of ordinal logistic regression.179
The idea that match statistics might be more180
informative than goals in terms of making match pre-181
dictions has become more widespread in recent years.182
The rationale behind this view is that, since it is diffi-183
cult to score a goal and luck often plays an important184
role, the number of goals scored by each team might185
be a poor indicator of the events of the match. It was186
shown by Wheatcroft (2020) that, in the over/under187
2.5 goals market, the number of shots and corners pro-188
vide a better basis for probabilistic forecasting than189
goals themselves. Related to this is the concept of190
‘expected goals’ which is playing a more and more191
important role in football analysis. The idea is that192
the quality of a shot can be measured in terms of193
its likelihood of success. The expected goals from a194
particular shot corresponds to the number of goals195
one would ‘expect’ to score by taking that shot. The196
number of expected goals by each team in a match197
then gives an indication of how the match played out198
in terms of efforts at goal. Several academic papers199
have focused on the construction of expected goals200
models that take into account the location and nature201
of a shot (Eggels, 2016; Rathke, 2017).202
This paper is organised as follows. In section 2,203
background information is given on betting odds204
and the data set used in this paper. The Bivariate205
Poisson model, which is used for comparison pur-206
poses in the results section and forms the basis of207
the Bivariate Attacking (BA) rating system is also208
described. In section 3, the GAP and BA rating sys-209
tems are described along with the approach used210
for constructing forecasts of match outcomes. The211
two betting strategies used in the results section212
are also described. In section 4, the accuracy of 213
predicted match statistics in terms of how close 214
they get to observed statistics under the GAP and 215
BA rating systems is compared. Match forecasts 216
formed using different combinations of observed 217
and predicted statistics are then compared using 218
model selection techniques. Next, the performance 219
of forecasts formed using combinations of predicted 220
statistics is compared. Finally, the profitability of 221
two betting strategies is compared when used along- 222
side forecasts formed using different combinations 223
of predicted match statistics. Section 6 is used for 224
discussion. 225
2. Background 226
2.1. Betting odds 227
In this paper, betting dds are used both as poten- 228
tial inputs to models and as a tool with which to 229
demonstrate profit making opportunities. Decimal, 230
or ‘European Style’, betting odds are considered 231
throughout. Decimal odds simply represent the num- 232
ber by which the gambler’s stake is multiplied in the 233
event of success. For example, if the decimal odds are 234
2, a £ 10 bet on said event would result in a return of 235
2 × £10 = £20. 236
Another useful concept is that of the ‘odds implied’
probability. Let the odds for the i-th outcome of an
event be Oi. The odds implied probability is sim-
ply defined as the multiplicative inverse, i.e. ri = 1Oi .
For example, if the odds on two possible outcomes
of an event (e.g. home or away win) are O1 = 3
and O2 = 1.4, the odds implied probabilities are
r1 = 13 ≈ 0.33 and R2 = 11.4 ≈ 0.71. Note how, in
this case, r1 and r2 add to more than one. This is
because, whilst, conventionally, probabilities over a
set of exhaustive events should add to one, this need
not be the case for odds implied probabilities. In fact,
usually, the sum of odds implied probabilities for
an event will exceed one. The excess represents the
bookmaker’s profit margin or the ‘overround’ which









Generally, the larger the overround, the more difficult 237
it is for a gambler to make a profit since the return 238
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Table 1
Data used in this paper
League No. matches Match data available Excluding burn-in
Belgian Jupiler League 5090 480 384
English Premier League 9120 7220 5759
English Championship 13248 10484 8641
English League One 13223 10460 8608
English League Two 13223 10459 8613
English National League 7040 5352 4642
French Ligue 1 8718 4907 4126
French Ligue 2 7220 760 639
German Bundesliga 7316 5480 3502
German 2.Bundesliga 5670 1057 753
Greek Super League 6470 477 381
Italian Serie A 8424 5275 4439
Italian Serie B 8502 803 680
Netherlands Eredivisie 5814 612 504
Portugese Primeira Liga 5286 612 504
Scottish Premier League 5208 4305 3427
Scottish Championship 3334 524 297
Scottish League One 3335 527 298
Scottish League Two 3328 525 297
Spanish Primera Liga 8330 5290 4449
Spanish Segunda Division 8757 903 771
Turkish Super lig 5779 612 504
Total 162435 77124 62218
2.2. Data240
This paper makes use of the large repository of data241
available at www.football-data.co.uk, which supplies242
free match-by-match data for 22 European Leagues.243
For each match, statistics are given including, among244
others, the number of shots, shots on target, cor-245
ners, fouls and yellow cards. Odds data from multiple246
bookmakers are also given for the match outcome247
market, the over/under 2.5 goal market and the Asian248
Handicap match outcome market. For some leagues,249
match statistics are available from the 2000/2001 sea-250
son onwards. For others, these are available for later251
seasons. Therefore, since the focus of this paper is252
forecasting using match statistics, only matches from253
the 2000/2001 season onwards are considered. The254
data used in this paper are summarised in Table 1 in255
which, for each league, the total number of matches256
since 2000/2001, the number of matches in which257
shots and corner data are available and the num-258
ber of these excluding a ‘burn-in’ period for each259
season are shown. The meaning of the ‘burn-in’260
period is explained in more detail in section 4.1261
but simply omits the first six matches of the sea-262
son played by the home team. All leagues include263
data up to and including the end of the 2018/19264
season.265
2.3. Bivariate poisson model 266
Poisson models are forecasting models that use the 267
Poisson distribution to model the number of goals 268
scored by each team in a football match. Whilst many 269
variants of the Poisson model have been proposed, in 270
this paper, we consider the Bivariate Poisson model 271
proposed by Ley et al. (2019), who compared it with 272
nine other models and found it to achieve the most 273
favourable forecast performance (according to the 274
ranked probability score). 275
The aim of a Poisson model is to estimate the Pois- 276
son parameter for each team, which can then be used 277
to determine a forecast probability for each outcome 278
of a match. Whilst Poisson models typically make the 279
assumption that the number of goals scored by each 280
team in a match is independent, there is some evi- 281
dence that this is not the case. The Bivariate Poisson 282
includes an additional parameter that removes this 283
assumption. 284
In the context of this paper, the Bivariate Poisson 285
model has two purposes. Firstly, since it has been 286
shown to perform favourably with respect to a number 287
of other models, it provides a powerful benchmark for 288
comparison in section 5.3. Secondly, it provides the 289
basis for the Bivariate Attacking (BA) rating system 290
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Let Gi,m and Gj,m be random variables for the
number of goals scored in the m-th match by teams
i and j, respectively, where team i is at home and
team j is away. In a match between the two teams, a
Poisson model can be written as











where λi,m and λj,m are the means of Gi,m and Gj,m,292
respectively.293
The Bivariate Poisson model is an extension of294
another model, also described by Ley et al. (2019),295
called the Independent Poisson model and it is useful296
to define this first. The Independent Poisson Model297
parametrises the Poisson parameters for a home team298
i against an away team j as λi,m = exp(c + (ri +299
h) − rj) and λj,m = exp(c + rj − (ri + h)), respec-300
tively, where c is a constant parameter, h is a301
home advantage parameter and r1, ..., rT are strength302
parameters for each team.303
The Bivariate Poisson model closely resembles the304
independent model but introduces an extra parame-305
ter to account for potential dependency between the306
number of goals scored by each team. Under the307
Bivariate Poisson model, the joint distribution for308
the number of goals in a match between teams i and309
j is given by310























where λc is a parameter that introduces a dependency311
in the number of goals scored by each team and λi,m312
and λj,m are parametrised in the same way as the313
Independent Poisson model. For the Bivariate Pois-314
son model, the Poisson parameter for the home and315
away team is λc + λi,m and λc + λj,m, respectively.316
Both the Independent and Bivariate Poisson mod-
els are parametric models in which the parameters
are estimated using maximum likelihood. However,
in both cases, a slight adjustment is made to the likeli-
hood function such that matches that happened more
recently are given more weight than those that hap-
pened longer ago. To do this, the weight placed on








where xm is the number of days since the match was 317
played and H is the half life (e.g. if the half life is two 318
years, a match played two years ago receives half 319
the weight of a match played today). The adjusted 320




P(Ghm,m = αm, Gam,m = βm)wtime,m(xm)
(5)
where, for the m-th match, αm denotes the number of 322
goals scored by the home team hm, and β the number 323
scored by the away team am. 324
Performing maximum likelihood estimation with 325
a large number of parameters is, in general, difficult 326
and there is a risk of falling into local optima. We 327
follow the approach used by Ley et al. (2019) who 328
use the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) 329
algorithm, a quasi-Newton method known for its 330
robust properties, implemented with the ‘fmincon’ 331
function in Matlab. Strictly positive parameters are 332
initialised at one and each of the other parameters 333
is initialised at zero. The sum of the team ratings 334
r1, ..., rT is constrained to zero. 335
A convenient property of the Poisson model is 336
that the difference between two Poisson distributions 337
follows a Skellam distribution and therefore match 338
outcome probabilities can be estimated from the Pois- 339
son parameters for each team. For more details, see 340
Karlis and Ntzoufras (2009). 341
3. Methodology 342
3.1. Ratings systems 343
In this paper, two different approaches are used to 344
produce predictions for the number of goals, shots 345
on target, shots off target and corners achieved by 346
each team in a given football match. Each approach 347
is described below. 348
3.1.1. GAP ratings 349
The Generalised Attacking Performance (GAP) 350
rating system, introduced by Wheatcroft (2020), is 351
a rating system for assessing the attacking and defen- 352
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particular measure of attacking performance such as354
the number of shots or corners in football. For a par-355
ticular given measure of attacking performance, each356
team in a league is given an attacking and a defen-357
sive rating, both for its home and away matches. An358
attacking GAP rating can be interpreted as an esti-359
mate of the number of defined attacking plays the360
team can be expected to achieve against an average361
team in the league, whilst its defensive rating can be362
interpreted as an estimate of the number of attacking363
plays it can be expected to concede against an average364
team. The ratings for each team are updated each time365
it plays a match. The GAP ratings of the i-th team in366
a league who have played k matches are denoted as367
follows:368

Hai,k - Home attacking GAP rating of the i-th369
team in a league after k matches.370

Hdi,k - Home defensive GAP rating of the i-th371
team in a league after k matches.372

Aai,k - Away attacking GAP rating of the i-th373
team in a league after k matches.374

Adi,k - Away defensive GAP rating of the i-th375
team in a league after k matches.376
The ratings are updated as follows. Consider a match377
in which the i-th team in the league is at home to378
the j-th team. The i-th team have played k1 previ-379
ous matches and the j-th team k2. Let Si,k1 and Sj,k2380
be the number of defined attacking plays by teams i381
and j in the match (note in many cases, both teams382
will have played the same number of matches and k1383
and k2 will be equal). The GAP ratings for the i-th384
team (the home team) are updated in the following385
way386
Hai,k1+1 = max(Hai,k1 + λφ1(Si,k1 − (Hai,k1 + Adj,k2 )/2), 0),
Aai,k1+1 = max(Aai,k1 + λ(1 − φ1)(Si,k1 − (Hai,k1 + Adj,k2 )/2), 0),
Hdi,k1+1 = max(Hdi,k1 + λφ1(Sj,k2 − (Aaj,k2 + Hdi,k1 )/2), 0),
Adi,k1+1 = max(Adi,k1 + λ(1 − φ1)(Sj,k2 − (Aaj,k2 + Hdi,k1 )/2), 0).
(6)
387
The GAP ratings for the j-th team (the away team)388
are updated as follows:389
Aaj,k2+1 = max(Aaj,k2 + λφ2(Sj,k2 − (Aaj + Hdi )/2), 0),
Haj,k2+1 = max(Haj,k2 + λ(1 − φ2)(Sj,k2 − (Aaj + Hdi )/2), 0),
Adj,k2+1 = max(Adj,k2 + λφ2(Si,k1 − (Hai + Adj )/2), 0),
Hdj,k2+1 = max(Hdj,k2 + λ(1 − φ2)(Si,k1 − (Hai + Adj )/2), 0),
(7)
390 where λ > 0, 0 < φ1 < 1 and 0 < φ2 < 1 are param-1
eters to be estimated. Here, λ determines the overall392
influence of a match on the ratings of each team. The 393
parameter φ1 governs how the adjustments are spread 394
over the home and away ratings of the i-th team (the 395
home team), whilst φ2 governs how the adjustments 396
are spread over the home and away ratings of the j-th 397
team (the away team). After any given match, a home 398
team is said to have outperformed expectations in an 399
attacking sense if its attacking performance is higher 400
than the mean of its attacking rating and the opposi- 401
tion’s defensive rating. In this case, its home attacking 402
rating is increased (or decreased, if its attacking per- 403
formance is lower than expected). If the parameter 404
φ1 > 0, a team’s away ratings will be impacted by 405
a home match, whilst a team’s home ratings will be 406
impacted by an away match if φ2 > 0. 407
In this paper, GAP ratings are used to estimate the
attacking performance of each team. For a match
involving the i-th team at home to the j-th team,
where the teams have played k1 and k2 previous
matches in that season, respectively, the predicted
numbers of defined attacking plays for the home and








The predicted number of attacking plays by the 408
home team is therefore the average of the home 409
team’s home attacking rating and the away team’s 410
away defensive rating whilst the predicted number of 411
attacking plays by the away team is given by the aver- 412
age of the away team’s away attacking rating and the 413
home team’s home defensive rating. The predicted 414
difference in the number of defined attacking plays 415
made by the two teams is given by Ŝh − Ŝa and it is 416
this quantity that is of interest in the match prediction 417
model later in this paper. 418
GAP ratings are determined by three parameters
which are estimated by minimising the mean abso-
lute error between the estimated number of attacking
plays and the observed number. The function to be
minimised is therefore




|Sh,m−Ŝh,m| + |Sa,m − Ŝa,m|
(9)
where, for the m-th match, Sh,m and Sa,m are the 419
observed numbers of attacking plays for the home 420
and away team, respectively, and Ŝh,m and Ŝa,m 421
are the predicted numbers from the GAP rating 422
system. 423
In this paper, optimisation is performed using the 424
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Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm. The small number426
of parameters required to be optimised makes the risk427
of falling into local minima small.428
Note that the approach to parameter estimation in429
this paper, in which the parameters are based purely430
on the prediction accuracy of the GAP ratings with431
relation to the observed match statistics, differs from432
the approach taken in Wheatcroft (2020), in which433
the parameters are optimised with respect to the per-434
formance of the probabilistic forecasts for which the435
ratings are predictor variables (in that paper, the fore-436
casts predict the probability that the total number437
of goals will exceed 2.5). Whilst a similar approach438
could be taken here, our chosen approach is selected439
to simplify the forecasting process and allow us to use440
as predictor variables GAP ratings based on multi-441
ple measures of attacking performance. For example,442
this allows for both predicted shots on target and443
predicted corners to be used as predictor variables444
without requiring simultaneous optimisation of the445
GAP rating parameters.446
3.1.2. Bivariate attacking ratings447
We present an alternative approach to the GAP rat-448
ing system for predicting match statistics which we449
call the Bivariate Attacking (BA) rating system. The450
approach is similar to the Bivariate Poisson model451
described in section 2.3 but differs in a number of452
ways. Firstly, whilst the Bivariate Poisson model is453
typically used to model the number of goals scored by454
each team, it is just as straightforward to extend this455
to match statistics of attacking performance such as456
shots and corners and this is the approach taken here.457
The second adjustment is the cost function used to458
select the parameters. Whilst the Bivariate Poisson459
model defined by Ley et al. (2019) uses maximum460
likelihood estimation, here we aim to minimise the461
mean absolute error (MAE) between the estimated462
number of defined match statistics and the observed463
number. This is done because the predicted number of464
shots or corners cannot directly be used to model the465
match outcome. The aim is therefore to make deter-466
ministic predictions of a chosen match statistic and467
use this as an input to a statistical model of the match468
outcome. The MAE loss function also has the added469
advantage that it is relatively robust with respect to470
outliers.471
Similarly to the Bivariate Poisson model, let c be472
a constant parameter, h a home advantage parameter,473
r1, ..., rT strength parameters for each team and λc474
a parameter that determines the dependency between475
the number of defined attacking plays by each team.476
For a match in which team i is at home against team 477
j, the estimated number of defined attacking plays 478
for the home team in match m is given by Ŝh,m = 479
λc + exp(c + (ri + h) − rj) and for the away team 480
Ŝa,m = λc + exp(c + rj − (ri + h)). The function to 481





wtime,m(xm)(|Sh,m − Ŝh,m| + |Sa,m − Ŝa,m|),
(10)
483where M is the number of matches over which the 4
parameters are optimised, Sh,m and Ŝh,m are the 485
observed and predicted numbers of attacking plays 486
for the home team in the m-th match and Sa,m and 487
Ŝa,m are the same but for the away team. The inclu- 488
sion of wtime,m(xm), defined in equation (4), means 489
that more weight is placed on more recent matches. 490
As for the Bivariate Poisson model, the half life is 491
determined by the chosen value of H and xm is the 492
number of days between match m and the present day. 493
It is useful to note that, whilst the above approach 494
is based on the Bivariate Poisson model, the switch 495
from maximum likelihood estimation to the minimi- 496
sation of the mean absolute error removes the use of 497
the Poisson distribution entirely since, here, we are 498
interested in single valued point predictions rather 499
than probability distributions. 500
Similarly to the Bivariate Poisson model, parame- 501
ter estimation for BA ratings is somewhat difficult as 502
there are a large number of parameters and therefore 503
the risk of falling into local optima is high. In the 504
results section, we consider a large number of past 505
matches and several different values of the half life 506
parameter and we therefore need an algorithm that is 507
both accurate and fast. Here, we use the ‘fmincon’ 508
function in Matlab, selecting the ‘active-set’ algo- 509
rithm which provides a compromise between speed 510
and accuracy. To initialise the optimisation algorithm 511
at the beginning of the season, each team’s ratings are 512
set to zero. Under this initialisation, the algorithm 513
requires a large number of iterations and is therefore 514
relatively slow to converge. Therefore, subsequently 515
(i.e. once the first match of the season has been 516
played), the optimisation algorithm is initialised with 517
the optimised parameter values from the previous run. 518
This speeds up the process considerably because a 519
team’s previous ratings are expected to be similar 520
to its new ratings, reducing the required number of 521
iterations for convergence. The sum of r1, ..., rT is 522
constrained to zero whilst all other parameters are 523
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3.2. Constructing probabilistic forecasts525
The nature of football matches is that the three526
possible outcomes can be considered to be ‘ordered’.527
Clearly, a home win is ‘closer’ to a draw than it is528
to an away win. As such, an appropriate model for529
predicting the probability of each outcome is ordinal530
logistic regression and this is the approach taken here.531
Define an event with J ordered potential out-
comes 1, .., J . Let Y be a random variable such that
p(Y = i) = pi and
∑J
i=1 pi = 1 The ordinal logistic









βjVj + ε (11)
where V1, ..., VK are predictor variables and α and532
β1, ..., βK are parameters to be selected. In football533
matches, since, in some sense, a home win is ‘greater’534
than a draw which is ‘greater’ than an away win, from535



















βjVj + ε (13)
where ph, pd and pa are the probabilities of a home537
win, a draw and an away win respectively. These538
are easily estimated by solving with respect to equa-539
tions 12 and 13. Throughout this paper, least squares540
parameter estimates are used to select the regression541
parameters α1, α2 and β1, ..., βk.542
Combinations of the following predictor variables543
are used:544
 The home team’s odds-implied probability of545
winning.546
 Observed differences in the number of shots on547
target, shots off target and corners achieved by548
each team.549
 Differences in the predicted number of shots550
on target, shots off target, corners and goals for551
each team.552
The home team’s odds-implied probability is553
included in order to assess the importance of match554
statistics both individually and when used alongside555
the other information reflected in the odds.556
3.3. Betting strategies 557
Following Wheatcroft (2020), in this paper, fore- 558
casts are constructed and used alongside two betting 559
strategies: a simple level stakes value betting strategy 560
and a strategy based on the Kelly Criterion. These are 561
both described below. 562
Under the Level stakes betting strategy, a unit bet is 563
placed on the i-th outcome of an event when p̂i > ri, 564
where p̂i and ri are the predicted probability and the 565
odds-implied probability, respectively. The simple 566
idea here is that, if the true probability is higher than 567
the odds-implied probability, the bet offers ‘value’, 568
that is the statistical expectation of the net return from 569
the bet is positive. The idea is to use the forecast prob- 570
abilities to try and find these value bets. Of course, the 571
success of the strategy depends on the performance 572
of the forecast probabilities in terms of uncovering 573
such opportunities. 574
The Kelly strategy is based on the Kelly Criterion
(Kelly Jr, 1956) and has been used in, for exam-
ple, Wheatcroft (2020) and Boshnakov et al. (2017).
Under this approach, the amount staked on a bet
is dependent on the difference between the forecast
probability and the odds implied probability. When
the discrepancy between the forecast probability and
the odds-implied probability is high, a greater amount
of money is staked. Under the Kelly Criterion, bets
are placed as a proportion of one’s wealth. For a par-




ri + p̂i − 1
ri − 1 , 0
)
(14)
where p̂i is the estimated probability of the outcome 575
and ri represents the decimal odds on offer. Under the 576
Kelly strategy used in this paper, we take a slightly 577
different approach in that the stake does not depend 578
on the bank but is given by si = kfi where k is a 579
normalising constant set such that 1
m
∑m
i=1 kfi = 1, 580
where fi is calculated from equation 14 and m is the 581
total number of bets placed. The normalising constant 582
is included purely so that the average stake is 1 mak- 583
ing the profit/loss from the Kelly Strategy directly 584
comparable with that of the Level Stakes strategy. 585
Both the Level Stakes and Kelly betting strategies 586
focus on the concept of ‘value’ in which bets are 587
only taken if the forecast implies a positive expected 588
return. It should be noted, however, that the two 589
strategies are only guaranteed to find bets with value 590
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coincide. In practice, due to model error in the fore-592
casts, this can never be expected to be the case and593
the performance of the strategies must therefore be594
assessed empirically.595
4. Results596
4.1. Calculation of ratings597
In the following experiment, we assess the per-598
formance of differences in observed and predicted599
numbers of shots on target, shots off target, cor-600
ners and goals as potential predictor variables for601
the outcomes of football matches. Different combi-602
nations of observed and predicted match statistics are603
then assessed both with and without the odds-implied604
probability of the home team (calculated using the605
maximum odds over all bookmakers) included as an606
extra predictor variable.607
The experiment aims to assess the performance608
of observed and predicted match statistics in the609
forecasting of match outcomes. This is done in the610
context of (i) traditional variable selection (using611
model selection techniques), (ii) assessment of fore-612
cast performance, and (iii) betting performance. In613
cases (i) and (ii), observed and predicted match statis-614
tics are used as inputs to an ordinal regression model615
whilst, in (iii), only predicted statistics are consid-616
ered. Whilst extra details of the experiment are given617
under the following headings, here we describe the618
process of producing sets of predicted match statistics619
using GAP and BA ratings.620
We look to test forecast performance over as large621
a number of matches as possible. However, since we622
plan to use match statistics to build our forecasts and623
we look to assess betting performance, we are limited624
to those matches in which both match statistics and625
betting odds are available. In addition, whilst we use626
all matches that have this information available for the627
calculation of ratings, we exclude from the analysis628
all matches within a ‘burn-in’ period in which the629
home team has played six or fewer matches so far630
in that season to give the ratings sufficient time to631
‘learn’ about the relative strengths of the teams.632
For the GAP rating system, parameter estimation633
is performed simultaneously over all leagues and634
takes place between seasons such that, at the begin-635
ning of each season, optimisation is performed over636
all previous seasons in which the relevant statistics637
are available. Those parameters are then used for638
the entirety of the season. The first season in which639
match statistics are available for any of the consid- 640
ered leagues (2000/2001) is used only to optimise 641
the GAP rating parameters for the following seasons, 642
and therefore is not considered in the assessment of 643
the performance of the forecasts or in variable selec- 644
tion. A team’s GAP ratings are updated each time it 645
plays a match. However, this leaves open the ques- 646
tion of how to initialise the ratings for each team. 647
Whilst there are a number of approaches that could 648
be taken, in the first season in which match statistics 649
are available in a particular league, all GAP ratings are 650
initialised at zero. For subsequent seasons, a team’s 651
ratings are retained from one season to the next if 652
they remain in the same league. Teams relegated to a 653
league are assigned the average ratings of those teams 654
that were promoted in the previous season and teams 655
that are promoted are assigned the average ratings 656
of those teams that were relegated in the previous 657
season (note that promoted teams tend to outperform 658
relegated teams. In the English Premier League, pro- 659
moted teams have been found to achieve an average 660
of around 8 more points than the teams they replaced 661
(Constantinou and Fenton, 2017)). Despite this, we 662
consider our approach to be reasonable whilst noting 663
that more sophisticated approaches might be more 664
effective. 665
For Bivariate Attacking ratings, optimisation is 666
performed on each day in which at least one match 667
occurs in a given league and the ratings are used for 668
all matches on that day. 669
4.2. Evaluating predicted match statistics 670
Before assessing the performance of probabilistic 671
match forecasts, we assess the performance of the 672
predicted match statistics in terms of how well they 673
predict the observed statistics. 674
To provide a benchmark for the performance of
the forecasts, a very simple alternative prediction for
each match statistic is given by the sample mean of
that statistic over all matches played by all teams in
the data set previous to the day on which the match
occurs. For the j-th match, this is given for the home
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where Sh,i and Sa,i are the number of defined attack-675
ing plays in the i-th match by the home and away676
teams, respectively, and Nprev is the number of677
matches played prior to the present day and in which678
that match statistic is available. We refer to this679
approach as the mean-benchmark model.680
To assess the performance of the predicted match
statistics as predictors of observed statistics, we com-
pare the mean absolute error with that achieved with
the mean-benchmark model. The mean absolute error
over N forecasts (predicted match statistics) and out-





|Sh,i − ˆSh,i| + |Sa,i − ˆSa,i|. (17)




where MAEm and MAEb are the mean absolute681
error for the predicted statistics and for the mean-682
benchmark model, respectively. When R < 1, the683
model produces forecasts closer to the true value than684
the mean benchmark model.685
The performance of the two approaches (GAP rat-686
ings and BA Ratings) in terms of the prediction of687
match statistics is assessed by comparing the value688
of R. The values of R for both GAP and BA ratings689
are shown in Fig. 1 for each of the four measures of690
attacking performance (goals, corners, shots on target691
and shots off target). For BA ratings, R is shown as a692
function of the chosen ‘half life’. In all cases, the GAP693
ratings are able to outperform the mean-benchmark694
model and this is generally also the case for BA rat-695
ings. Note that, due to high computational intensity, R696
is not shown for values of the half life longer than 135697
days. However, as described in the next section, we698
are primarily interested in relatively short values of699
the half life that reflect a team’s recent performances700
and are able to augment the information contained in701
the match odds. We therefore find that the half life702
that maximises the performance of forecasts of the703
match outcome is relatively short compared with that704
which minimises R.705
There is a notably high degree of variation in the706
performance of the predicted statistics. Under the707
GAP rating system, the value of R is smallest for shots708
off target, whilst for goals and corners, R is not much709
smaller than 1. This is likely explained by the fact710
that there are typically a larger number of shots off711
target in a game than the other statistics and therefore712
Fig. 1. Values of R for GAP ratings (straight lines) and BA ratings
(curves with open circles) for each match statistic. The latter is
shown as a function of half life.
there is more information on which to base the fore- 713
casts. BA ratings do not outperform GAP ratings for 714
match statistics other than goals for any tested half 715
life. 716
5. Variable selection 717
Our next focus is on variable selection and the 718
aim is to find the combination of (i) observed and 719
(ii) predicted match statistics that explain the match 720
outcomes most effectively. Variable selection is per- 721
formed using Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC), 722
which weighs up the fit of the model to the data with 723
the number of parameters selected in-sample (see 724
appendix 6 for details). As required for the calculation 725
of information criteria, the ordinal regression param- 726
eters are selected in-sample and therefore, in order to 727
calculate the likelihood, a single set of parameters is 728
selected over all available matches. 729
To provide further context to the calculated AIC 730
values, we make use of the confidence set approach 731
described by Anderson and Burnham (2004). Here, 732
the Akaike weights for each model (which can be 733
thought of as the probability that each one repre- 734
sents the best approximating model) are calculated 735
and sorted from largest to smallest. Models are then 736
added to the confidence set in order of their Akaike 737
weights (largest first) until the sum of the weights 738
exceeds 0.95. The confidence set then represents the 739
set in which the best approximating model falls with 740
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Table 2
AIC of each combination of observed match statistics with and without the home odds-implied probability included as a predictor variable.
Variables that are included are denoted with a star and, in each case, AIC is given with that of model A0 subtracted. The combination of
variables with the lowest AIC is highlighted in bold and each one that falls into the 95 percent confidence set is highlighted in green (which
is only combination A1 in this case)
Combination of Shots on Shots off Corners AIC w/o odds AIC w. odds
variables Target Target
A1 ∗ ∗ ∗ −15125.4 −19473.6
A3 ∗ ∗ −14804.3 −18572.7
A2 ∗ ∗ −13530.9 −17124.8
A4 ∗ −12239.9 −14643.5
A5 ∗ ∗ −18.5 −9150.4
A6 ∗ −18.3 −8658.7
A7 ∗ −9.2 −8598.3
A0 0 −5619.1
5.1. Variable selection: observed match statistics742
The results of variable selection when using743
observed match statistics are shown in Table 2. Here,744
the AIC for different combinations of statistics is745
shown both with and without the home odds-implied746
probability included as an additional predictor vari-747
able. Note that the AIC in each case is expressed748
with that of model A0 (fitted without the odds-749
implied probability) subtracted such that negative750
values imply better support for a particular combi-751
nation of predictor variables than that of the model752
fitted without any predictor variables. The lower the753
AIC, the more support for that particular combination754
of variables.755
The results yield a number of conclusions. The756
best AIC is achieved when the model includes all757
three observed match statistics both when the home758
odds-implied probability is included as an additional759
predictor variable and when it is not. That the number760
of shots on target should have an impact on the match761
result should not come as a surprise, since all goals762
other than own goals and highly unusual events (such763
as the ball deflecting off the referee or, in one case764
in 2009, a beachball) result from a shot on target.765
Interestingly, however, the inclusion of the number766
of corners and shots off target, which don’t usually767
directly result in goals, improves the model even once768
shots on target are considered.769
It is also interesting to compare the effects of770
each observed match statistic as an individual pre-771
dictor variable. Unsurprisingly, the number of shots772
on target provides the most information, followed by773
corners and shots off target. Interestingly, shots off774
target and corners do not provide much information775
when considered individually but add a great deal of776
information when combined with the number of shots777
on target and/or the home odds-implied probability. 778
It is a property of generalised linear models that some 779
predictor variables are only informative in combina- 780
tion with other predictor variables and this appears to 781
be the case here. 782
Finally, all three match statistics add information 783
even when the odds-implied probability is included in 784
the model. This is perhaps not surprising since match 785
statistics give an indication of how the match actually 786
went. 787
In practice, of course, observed statistics are never 788
available pre-match. Despite this, the results shown 789
here have important implications. Match statistics can 790
be predicted and, if those predictions are informative 791
enough, it stands to reason that informative forecasts 792
of the outcome of the match can be made. 793
5.2. Variable selection: predicted match 794
statistics 795
In section 4.2, the results of predicting match statis- 796
tics using GAP and BA ratings were presented. It was 797
shown that, in the latter case, the choice of half life has 798
an important impact on the MAE of the predictions. 799
Although, typically, longer half lives tend to provide 800
better predictions for the match statistics, it may not 801
be the case that they provide a more useful input for 802
probabilistic forecasts of the match outcome. This is 803
because a consistently strong team like, say, Manch- 804
ester United will be expected to take a larger number 805
of shots and corners than a weaker side over a long 806
period of time and this will be reflected in the ratings. 807
However, we are looking for information that is not 808
reflected in the odds and thus to augment the informa- 809
tion the odds provide. For example, if a team’s recent 810
results have not reflected their performances, we look 811
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Fig. 2. AIC as a function of half life for forecasts produced using different combinations of (i) BA ratings (lines with points) and (ii) GAP
ratings (straight horizontal lines). In both cases, the home odds-implied probability is used as an additional predictor variable.
statistics in recent matches. It therefore seems rea-813
sonable to expect that a shorter half life should be814
more useful in this case. On the other hand, looking815
only at more recent matches gives us a less robust816
reflection of a team’s strength and we therefore have817
a trade-off. Here, for simplicity, we choose a single818
half life for use in the rest of the paper based on the fol-819
lowing fairly ad-hoc approach. Looking at the results820
in Fig. 2, since a half life of 45 days gives the lowest821
AIC for the case in which predictions of all match822
statistics are used in the model (bottom right panel),823
this value is used for all further results shown in this824
paper.825
The results of variable selection with predicted826
match statistics are shown in Table 3. Unsurprisingly,827
the AIC is generally higher than for the observed828
case, implying that the information content is lower.829
Despite this, predicted match statistics are able to830
provide information regarding match outcomes, even831
when the home odds-implied probability is included832
in the model. This means that, on average, both sets of 833
predicted match statistics (from GAP and BA ratings) 834
provide information beyond that contained in the 835
odds-implied probabilities. However, given the uni- 836
versally lower AIC values, the GAP rating approach 837
appears to be more effective. 838
It is of interest to note the relative importance of 839
the different predicted match statistics. Consistent 840
with the findings of Wheatcroft (2020), the predicted 841
number of goals provides relatively little information 842
when combined with the odds-implied probabilities 843
whilst predictions of other match statistics are much 844
more effective in improving the forecast model. It is 845
also notable that whilst, in the observed case, the num- 846
ber of shots on target provides the most information 847
about the outcome of the match, in the predicted case, 848
shots off target is the most informative. At first, this 849
seems counterintuitive. However, it should be noted 850
that the information in the prediction is dependent 851
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Table 3
AIC of each combination of predicted match statistics under both GAP and BA ratings with and without the home odds-implied probability
included as a predictor variable. Included variables are denoted with a star and each AIC value is given relative to that of the regression
model with only a constant term. The combination of variables with the lowest AIC is highlighted in bold and each one that falls into the 95
percent confidence set is highlighted in green
Combination of Goals Shots on Shots off Corners GAP:AIC GAP:AIC BA:AIC BA:AIC
variables Target Target w/o odds w. odds w/o odds w. odds
B1 ∗ ∗ ∗ −5453.6 −7619.9 −4405.5 −7595.0
B9 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −6365.0 −7618.5 −5363.4 −7593.2
B2 ∗ ∗ −5359.5 −7604.3 −4176.2 −7578.5
B5 ∗ ∗ −4124.4 −7604.1 −2959.1 −7573.7
B10 ∗ ∗ ∗ −6309.5 −7602.9 −5153.1 −7576.5
B13 ∗ ∗ ∗ −6268.3 −7602.7 −4914.3 −7573.0
B11 ∗ ∗ ∗ −6245.6 −7596.1 −5072.4 −7555.9
B3 ∗ ∗ −5357.5 −7596.0 −4072.2 −7557.9
B7 ∗ −3286.5 −7573.5 −2185.0 −7549.2
B15 ∗ ∗ −6146.9 −7573.3 −4481.4 −7547.8
B6 ∗ −3499.6 −7566.5 −2063.6 −7527.8
B14 ∗ ∗ −6051.3 −7564.8 −4405.6 −7526.2
B12 ∗ ∗ −6087.3 −7557.9 −4631.3 −7520.7
B4 ∗ −5146.7 −7556.5 −3583.2 −7521.8
B0 0.0 −7473.9 0.0 −7473.9
B8 ∗ −5573.3 −7473.9 −3342.7 −7471.9
match and the quality of the prediction of that statis-853
tic. Recall that Fig. 1 suggests GAP and BA rating854
predictions of shots off target improve more on the855
mean-benchmark model than those of the other match856
statistics and this superior prediction accuracy is the857
likely explanation.858
Finally, it is notable that, when considered as859
individual predictor variables, the predicted num-860
ber of shots off target and corners outperforms the861
equivalent observed statistics. Again, this seems862
counterintuitive but can probably be explained by863
the fact that the predicted values consider the per-864
formances of the teams over multiple past matches,865
gaining some information about the relative strengths866
of the two teams.867
5.3. Forecast performance868
We now turn our focus onto the question of forecast869
performance. Though closely related to model selec-870
tion, this allows us to assess the relative performance871
of the forecasts out-of sample and therefore as if they872
were produced in real time. In order to produce the873
forecasts, new regression parameters are selected on874
each day in which at least one match is played and875
are calculated based on all past matches which fall876
outside of the ‘burn-in’ period and which have shots877
and corner data as well as match odds available.878
We compare forecast performance using two com-
monly used scoring rules: the Ignorance Score
(Roulston and Smith, 2002; Good, 1952) and the
Ranked Probability Score (Constantinou and Fenton,
2012). The ignorance score, also commonly known
as the log-loss is given by
S(p, Y ) = − log2(p(Y )), (19)
where p(Y ) is the probability placed on the outcome 879
Y . 880
To define the Ranked Probability Score, for an
event with r possible outcomes, let pj and oj be the
forecast probability and outcome at position j where
the ordering of the positions is preserved. The Ranked
Probability Score (RPS) is given by





(pj − oj)2. (20)
The RPS is often considered appropriate for eval- 881
uating forecasts of football matches because it takes 882
into account the ordering of the outcomes, i.e. a 883
home win is ‘closer’ to a draw than it is to an away 884
win (Constantinou and Fenton, 2012). However, it 885
has also been argued that the ordered nature of the 886
RPS provides little practical benefit and that only the 887
probability placed on the outcome should be taken 888
into account, as per the ignorance score (Wheatcroft, 889
2019). Here, we consider it useful to evaluate the 890
forecasts using both approaches. 891
To provide some context regarding the perfor- 892
mance of the forecasts, we compare the performance 893
with that of an alternative, strongly perform- 894
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Table 4
Mean RPS for each combination of variables and, for comparison, that of the Bivariate Poisson model. Included variables are denoted with
a star. The combination with the highest performance is highlighted in bold and each one that falls into the Model Combination Set is
highlighted in green
Combination of Goals Shots on Shots off Corners GAP:RPS GAP:RPS BA:RPS BA:RPS
variables Target Target w/o odds w. odds w/o odds w. odds
B5 ∗ ∗ 0.2149 0.2058 0.2191 0.2059
B9 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0.2090 0.2058 0.2128 0.2059
B2 ∗ ∗ 0.2116 0.2058 0.2161 0.2059
B1 ∗ ∗ ∗ 0.2113 0.2058 0.2154 0.2059
B13 ∗ ∗ ∗ 0.2093 0.2058 0.2140 0.2059
B10 ∗ ∗ ∗ 0.2092 0.2058 0.2135 0.2059
B11 ∗ ∗ ∗ 0.2093 0.2058 0.2136 0.2060
B7 ∗ 0.2171 0.2059 0.2212 0.2060
B3 ∗ ∗ 0.2116 0.2058 0.2163 0.2060
B6 ∗ 0.2166 0.2059 0.2214 0.2060
B14 ∗ ∗ 0.2099 0.2059 0.2153 0.2060
B15 ∗ ∗ 0.2096 0.2059 0.2152 0.2060
B12 ∗ ∗ 0.2098 0.2059 0.2150 0.2061
B4 ∗ 0.2121 0.2059 0.2178 0.2061
B0 0.2264 0.2062 0.2264 0.2062
B8 ∗ 0.2111 0.2062 0.2182 0.2062
Bivariate Poisson ∗ 0.2121 0.2121
Bivariate Poisson model, described in appendix 6,896
has been shown to perform favourably with respect897
to 9 other forecast models (Ley et al., 2019). We898
apply the model to our data set using the optimal899
half life parameter of 390 days determined by Ley et900
al. (2019).901
Similarly to the Akaike weights confidence set902
used in section 5, we take a similar approach here903
using the Model Confidence Set (MCS) methodol-904
ogy proposed by Hansen et al. (2011). Here, the aim905
is to identify the set of models in which there is a 95906
percent probability that the ‘best’ model falls, given907
the chosen measure of performance. We highlight the908
combinations of variables that fall into this set.909
The mean RPS and Ignorance of each combination910
of variables as well as the Bivariate Poisson model are911
shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively, for each com-912
bination of variables. In the latter case, the scores913
are given with the score of model B0 subtracted such914
that negative scores imply better performance than915
the model applied with no predictor variables. The916
95 percent Model Confidence Set in each case is917
highlighted in green. Note that, since the Bivariate918
Poisson model does not make use of match odds, a919
fair comparison is only provided by comparing these920
combination of variables in which the odds-implied921
probabilities are not included.922
Similarly to the variable selection results in sec-923
tion 5.2, including predictions of match statistics924
other than goals in the model improves overall pre-925
dictive performance of the match outcomes according926
to both scoring rules. Also consistent with the model 927
selection results is that the model performs consis- 928
tently better when match statistics are predicted using 929
GAP ratings rather than BA ratings. 930
When considering the performance of the Bivari- 931
ate Poisson model, it is worth noting that it only takes 932
goals into consideration. In terms of the information 933
used, its performance can be compared with model 934
B8 for the case in which the odds-implied probabil- 935
ity is not included. Here, the Bivariate Poisson model 936
does slightly worse though the difference is small. 937
It is when predictions of other match statistics are 938
included that there is a large increase in performance 939
over the Bivariate Poisson model. This suggests that 940
much of the improvement results from the additional 941
information in the match statistics rather than the 942
structure of the model. 943
5.4. Betting performance 944
In this section, the performance of the forecasts 945
in section 5.3 when used alongside the Level Stakes 946
and Kelly betting strategies described in section 3.3 is 947
assessed. Here, it is assumed that a gambler is able to 948
‘shop around’ different bookmakers and take advan- 949
tage of the highest odds offered on each outcome. 950
The maximum odds over all available bookmakers 951
are thus assumed to be obtainable (note that the actual 952
bookmakers included in the data set vary over time). 953
Note that bets placed on draws are not considered 954
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Table 5
Mean ignorance scores for each combination of variables and, for comparison, that of the Bivariate Poisson model. Included variables are
denoted with a star. The combination with the highest performance is highlighted in bold and each one that falls into the Model Combination
Set is highlighted in green
Combination of Goals Shots on Shots off Corners GAP:IGN GAP:IGN BA:IGN BA:IGN
variables Target Target w/o odds w. odds w/o odds w. odds
B9 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −0.0739 −0.0888 −0.0626 −0.0887
B1 ∗ ∗ ∗ −0.0635 −0.0888 −0.0516 −0.0887
B2 ∗ ∗ −0.0624 −0.0887 −0.0490 −0.0886
B10 ∗ ∗ ∗ −0.0733 −0.0886 −0.0602 −0.0886
B5 ∗ ∗ −0.0480 −0.0887 −0.0345 −0.0885
B13 ∗ ∗ ∗ −0.0728 −0.0886 −0.0572 −0.0885
B11 ∗ ∗ ∗ −0.0727 −0.0887 −0.0592 −0.0883
B7 ∗ −0.0382 −0.0883 −0.0257 −0.0883
B3 ∗ ∗ −0.0625 −0.0887 −0.0477 −0.0883
B15 ∗ ∗ −0.0714 −0.0883 −0.0522 −0.0882
B6 ∗ −0.0410 −0.0884 −0.0241 −0.0880
B14 ∗ ∗ −0.0704 −0.0884 −0.0513 −0.0880
B12 ∗ ∗ −0.0709 −0.0883 −0.0541 −0.0880
B4 ∗ −0.0601 −0.0883 −0.0421 −0.0880
B0 0.0000 −0.0875 0.0000 −0.0875
B8 ∗ −0.0650 −0.0874 −0.0388 −0.0875
Bivariate Poisson * −0.0614 −0.0614
Table 6
Mean percentage profit of Level Stakes strategy with each combination of predicted match statistics with and without odds-implied
probabilities included as a predictor variable. Included variables are denoted with a star
Combi- Goals Shots Shots Cor- GAP:Profit GAP:Profit BA:Profit BA:Profit
nation of on off ners w/o odds w. odds w/o odds w. odds
variables Target Target
B5 ∗ ∗ +0.54(−0.83, +1.98) +1.85(+0.45, +3.34) −0.29(−1.68, +1.15) +1.41(−0.10, +3.09)
B9 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ +0.60(−0.89, +2.09) +1.55(+0.32, +3.12) +0.23(−1.37, +1.73) +1.24(+0.01, +2.59)
B2 ∗ ∗ +0.36(−1.00, +1.76) +1.73(+0.23, +3.18) +0.07(−1.51, +1.32) +1.28(−0.30, +2.85)
B1 ∗ ∗ ∗ +0.67(−1.07, +1.88) +1.48(−0.11, +2.79) +0.25(−1.02, +1.68) +1.30(−0.11, +2.80)
B13 ∗ ∗ ∗ +0.33(−1.23, +2.07) +1.77(+0.20, +3.01) −0.18(−1.67, +1.41) +1.26(−0.16, +2.78)
B10 ∗ ∗ ∗ +0.02(−1.42, +1.71) +1.60(+0.07, +3.12) −0.63(−2.18, +0.78) +1.21(+0.05, +2.83)
B11 ∗ ∗ ∗ +0.00(−1.31, +1.58) +0.93(−0.80, +2.32) −0.43(−1.88, +0.89) +0.76(−0.54, +2.53)
B7 ∗ −0.44(−2.05, +0.79) +1.15(−0.52, +2.78) −0.89(−2.17, +0.67) +0.85(−0.51, +2.38)
B3 ∗ ∗ +0.37(−1.20, +1.88) +1.00(−0.28, +2.49) −0.23(−1.45, +1.22) +0.81(−0.60, +2.42)
B6 ∗ −0.74(−2.26, +0.69) +1.16(−0.23, +2.67) −1.15(−2.66, +0.27) +0.43(−1.17, +2.04)
B14 ∗ ∗ −0.62(−2.00, +0.82) +0.83(−0.40, +2.15) −1.02(−2.53, +0.49) +0.33(−1.49, +1.60)
B15 ∗ ∗ −0.41(−1.67, +1.09) +0.83(−0.40, +2.15) −1.03(−2.39, +0.33) +0.84(−0.45, +2.42)
B12 ∗ ∗ −1.07(−2.63, +0.26) +0.46(−0.88, +2.01) −1.08(−2.77, +0.25) −0.34(−1.49, +1.81)
B4 ∗ −0.44(−1.89, +1.04) +0.13(−1.42, +1.89) −0.74(−2.25, +0.95) −0.36(−1.66, +1.36)
B0 −2.33(−3.84, −0.73) −1.26(−3.06, +0.48) −2.33(−3.55, −1.02) −1.26(−3.20, +0.20)
B8 ∗ −2.69(−4.22, −1.32) −1.70(−3.41, −0.34) −2.84(−4.28, −1.55) −1.37(−2.94, +0.48)
therefore only bets on home or away wins are allowed.956
The mean percentage profit obtained from the Level957
Stakes betting strategy when used alongside forecasts958
derived from each combination of predicted match959
statistics is shown in Table 6, along with 95 percent960
bootstrap resampling intervals. The resampling inter-961
vals are presented to demonstrate the robustness of the962
profit and, if the interval does not contain zero, the963
profit can be considered to be statistically significant.964
It is clear from the results that including com-965
binations of predicted match statistics as predictor966
variables tends to yield a profit. In addition, for967
all combinations, including the home odds-implied 968
probability as an additional predictor variable yields 969
an increase in profit. In some cases, when the home 970
odds-implied probability is included, the profit is sig- 971
nificant, i.e. the bootstrap resampling interval does 972
not include zero. Whilst caution is advised in com- 973
paring the precise rankings of different combinations 974
of variables, the best performing combinations tend 975
to include the predicted number of shots off target. 976
The predicted number of goals, on the other hand, 977
tends to have limited value. When individual pre- 978
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Table 7
Mean percentage profit from the Kelly strategy using forecasts based on each combination of predicted match statistics with and without the
home odds-implied probability included as a predictor variable. Included variables are denoted with a star
Combi- Goals Shots Shots Cor- GAP:Profit GAP:Profit BA:Profit BA:Profit
nation of on off ners w/o odds w. odds w/o odds w. odds
variables Target Target
B1 ∗ ∗ ∗ +3.72(+1.61, +5.48) +4.88(+3.22, +6.39) +3.13(+1.27, +5.01) +4.27(+2.61, +5.85)
B9 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ +2.33(+0.20, +4.15) +4.87(+3.41, +6.45) +2.46(+0.58, +4.27) +4.24(+2.73, +5.84)
B10 ∗ ∗ ∗ +2.14(+0.45, +3.93) +4.66(+3.05, +6.21) +1.87(+0.04, +3.68) +3.90(+2.12, +5.45)
B2 ∗ ∗ +3.45(+1.51, +5.33) +4.67(+3.11, +6.11) +2.48(+0.60, +4.60) +3.94(+2.26, +5.58)
B5 ∗ ∗ +2.93(+1.04, +5.06) +4.56(+3.06, +6.12) +2.10(+0.03, +4.20) +3.93(+2.37, +5.65)
B13 ∗ ∗ ∗ +1.79(−0.01, +3.67) +4.52(+2.97, +6.14) +1.71(−0.20, +3.54) +3.89(+2.22, +5.53)
B11 ∗ ∗ ∗ +1.36(−0.57, +3.38) +4.02(+2.39, +5.67) +0.90(−0.98, +2.78) +2.55(+1.00, +4.18)
B7 ∗ +2.02(+0.27, +4.01) +4.09(+2.44, +5.66) +0.66(−1.56, +2.76) +3.25(+1.64, +4.99)
B3 ∗ ∗ +2.97(+1.09, +4.90) +4.00(+2.25, +5.67) +1.71(−0.27, +3.82) +2.58(+0.93, +4.22)
B15 ∗ ∗ +1.26(−0.60, +3.13) +4.07(+2.45, +5.75) +0.54(−1.36, +2.31) +3.23(+1.62, +4.84)
B12 ∗ ∗ +0.52(−1.42, +2.60) +2.92(+1.19, +4.64) −0.22(−2.15, +1.73) +1.35(−0.47, +3.15)
B6 ∗ +1.18(−0.84, +3.31) +2.96(+1.38, +4.62) +0.16(−1.89, +2.25) +1.78(−0.12, +3.53)
B14 ∗ ∗ +0.05(−1.87, +2.01) +2.97(+1.31, +4.62) −0.36(−2.19, +1.55) +1.74(+0.07, +3.41)
B4 ∗ +2.14(+0.29, +4.16) +2.85(+1.30, +4.44) +0.58(−1.48, +2.63) +1.33(−0.45, +3.13)
B8 ∗ −2.64(−4.77, −0.75) −1.36(−3.31, +0.73) −3.07(−5.29, −0.80) −1.11(−3.17, +0.91)
B0 −3.07(−5.51, −0.66) −1.06(−3.17, +0.99) −3.12(−5.60, −0.59) −1.06(−3.27, +1.04)
results is consistent with the variable selection results980
of Table 3 in that the best performing predicted vari-981
able is shots off target, followed by corners, shots982
on target and goals. It is also notable that forecasts983
built using BA ratings do not perform as well as those984
formed using GAP ratings.985
The mean profit obtained from using the forecasts986
alongside the Kelly strategy are shown in Table 7.987
Here, under both the GAP and BA rating systems,988
notably, the mean profit is generally substantially989
higher than that achieved using the Level Stakes990
strategy. Again, including the home odds-implied991
probability as an additional predictor variable yields992
improved results for all combinations of variables.993
In fact, the profit is significant in all cases in which994
at least one predicted match statistic other than the995
number of goals is included alongside the home odds-996
implied probability. Again, the results obtained from997
the GAP rating approach are almost always better998
than under the BA rating approach.999
For the remainder of this section, given the supe-1000
rior performance of GAP ratings relative to the BA1001
ratings, we focus on the betting performance of1002
forecasts formed using predicted shots on target,1003
shots off target and corners simultaneously under this1004
approach. We do this both with and without the home1005
odds-implied probability as an additional predictor1006
variable.1007
The cumulative profit achieved with each of the1008
two betting strategies is shown in Fig. 3. As already1009
shown in Tables 6 and 7, a substantial profit is made in1010
all four cases. The figure, however, shows how each1011
strategy performs over time and an interesting fea- 1012
ture is that there appears to be a downturn in profit 1013
in recent seasons. Whilst this could conceivably be 1014
explained by random chance, it is perhaps more likely 1015
that something fundamental changed over that time. 1016
That predicted match statistics provide information 1017
additional to that contained in the odds suggests that, 1018
in general, the odds do not adequately account for the 1019
ability of teams to create shots and corners. However, 1020
as more data have become available and quantitative 1021
analysis has become more sophisticated, it seems a 1022
reasonable claim that such information is now more 1023
likely to be reflected in the odds on offer and it may 1024
therefore be the case that the betting opportunities 1025
available in earlier seasons simply don’t exist any- 1026
more. 1027
It is worth considering how the profits from each 1028
betting strategy are distributed between the different 1029
leagues and whether losses in any particular subset of 1030
leagues can explain the observed downturn. Focusing 1031
on the case in which the home odds-implied proba- 1032
bility is included as a predictor variable, in Fig. 4 the 1033
cumulative profit made in each league is shown as a 1034
function of time. Here, the decline in profit appears 1035
to be fairly consistent over all leagues considered 1036
and therefore, if the information reflected in the odds 1037
really has increased over time, this appears to be fairly 1038
universal over the different leagues. 1039
Finally, it is important to assess the impact of the 1040
overround on the profitability of the betting strategies. 1041
In this experiment, it is assumed that the gambler is 1042
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Fig. 3. Cumulative profit from using the Kelly strategy (solid lines) and the level stakes strategy (dashed lines) with forecasts formed using
GAP rating predictions of shots on target, shots off target and corners both when the home odd-implied probability is included as a predictor
variable in the model (blue) and when it is excluded (red).
Fig. 4. Cumulative profit as a function of time in each league for the case in which predicted shots on target, shots off target and corners
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outcome, over a range of bookmakers. Due to1044
increased competition, there has been a trend towards1045
reduced profit margins in recent years. This can have1046
a knock on effect on the overround of the best odds.1047
A histogram of the overround of the best odds for1048
all matches deemed eligible for betting is shown in1049
Fig. 5. Whilst, in the majority of cases, the overround1050
is positive, in around 18 percent of cases, it is nega-1051
tive. This gives rise to arbitrage opportunities, which1052
means that a guaranteed profit can be made, without1053
any need for a model. It is therefore important to dis-1054
tinguish cases in which profits are made due to the1055
performance of the forecasts from those in which a1056
profit could be guaranteed through arbitrage.1057
To assess the importance of the overround, five dif-1058
ferent intervals are defined and the mean profit from1059
matches whose overround falls into each one is calcu-1060
lated under both betting strategies. The first interval1061
contains all matches with an overround less than zero,1062
whilst, for matches with a positive overround, inter-1063
vals with a width of 2.5 percent are defined. The1064
interval containing matches with the largest over-1065
rounds consider those in which the overround is1066
greater than 7.5 percent. In Fig. 6, the mean over-1067
round for matches contained in each interval is plotted1068
against the mean profit under each of the two betting1069
strategies. The error bars correspond to 95 percent1070
bootstrap resampling intervals of the mean profit. In1071
all five intervals, and under both betting strategies,1072
the mean profit is positive. Under the Kelly strategy,1073
three out of the five intervals yield a significant profit,1074
whilst this is true in one interval for the Level Stakes1075
strategy. Interestingly, the mean profit is not signif-1076
icantly different from zero when the overround is1077
negative. This, however, is consistent with the decline1078
in profit in recent seasons that has tended to coincide1079
with lower overrounds. Overall, the fact that signif-1080
icant profits can be made for matches in which the1081
overround is positive suggest that, over the course1082
of the dataset, the forecasts in combination with the1083
two betting strategies would have been successful in1084
identifying profitable betting opportunities.1085
6. Discussion1086
In this paper, relationships between observed and1087
predicted match statistics and the outcomes of foot-1088
ball matches have been assessed. Unsurprisingly, the1089
observed number of shots on target is a strong predic-1090
tor of the match outcome whilst the observed numbers1091
of shots off target and corners also provides some1092
Fig. 5. Histogram of overrounds under the maximum odds.
Fig. 6. Mean overround against mean profit under the Kelly strat-
egy (blue) and the Level Stakes strategy (red) for each considered
interval. The error bars represent 95 percent bootstrap resampling
intervals of the mean.
predictive value, once the number of shots on target 1093
and/or the match odds are taken into account. With 1094
this in mind, the key claim of this paper is that pre- 1095
dictions of match statistics, if accurate enough, can 1096
be informative about the outcome of the match and, 1097
crucially, since the predictions are made in advance, 1098
this can aid betting decisions. 1099
Both GAP and BA ratings have been demon- 1100
strated to provide a convenient and straightforward 1101
approach to the prediction of match statistics. The 1102
former, however, has been shown to perform consis- 1103
tently better in terms of predicting match outcomes. 1104
A number of other interesting, and perhaps surpris- 1105
ing, conclusions have been revealed. Notably, in the 1106
prediction of match results, the most informative 1107
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informative predicted statistics. Whilst the number1109
of shots on target was found to be the most informa-1110
tive observed statistic, the most informative predicted1111
statistic was found to be the number of shots off target.1112
As pointed out earlier in the paper, this can likely be1113
explained by the fact that the information in the pre-1114
dicted statistics reflects both the importance of the1115
statistic itself, in terms of the match outcome, and the1116
accuracy of the prediction of that statistic. That there1117
is agreement on this between GAP and BA ratings1118
provides further evidence for this claim.1119
The observation above has interesting implications1120
for the philosophy of sports prediction. The impor-1121
tance of match statistics and, in particular, statistics1122
such as expected goals that are derived from match1123
events is becoming clear. The aim of expected goals1124
can broadly be considered to be to estimate the1125
expected number of goals a team ‘should’ score,1126
given the location and nature of the shots it has taken.1127
A shot taken close to the goal and at a favourable angle1128
has a high chance of being successful and therefore1129
contributes more to a team’s expected goals than a1130
shot that is far away and from which it is difficult to1131
score. As such, expected goals ought to reflect the1132
likelihood of each match outcome better than tradi-1133
tional statistics like the number of shots on target.1134
The results in this paper, however, suggest that it is1135
not necessarily the case that predictions of the num-1136
ber of expected goals by each team would outperform1137
predictions of, or ratings based on, other statistics.1138
Interesting future work would therefore be to predict1139
the number of expected goals in a similar way to that1140
demonstrated in this paper to assess the effect on the1141
forecasting of match outcomes.1142
The results in this paper inspire a number of future1143
avenues for research. There is a wide and grow-1144
ing range of betting markets available for football1145
matches and GAP ratings may be useful in informing1146
such bets. This has already been shown by Wheatcroft1147
(2020) in the over/under 2.5 goal market but could1148
also be applied to other markets such as Asian Hand-1149
icap, the number of shots taken in a match, half time1150
results and many more. The philosophy demonstrated1151
in this paper could also be applied to other sports. For1152
example, in ice hockey, GAP ratings could be used1153
to estimate the number of shots at goal, whilst, in1154
American Football, they could be used to predict the1155
number of yards gained by each team in the match.1156
Another interesting feature of the results presented1157
in this paper is the decline in profit over the last few1158
seasons. This was briefly discussed in the results sec-1159
tion and it was suggested that betting odds may now1160
incorporate more information than at the beginning 1161
of the data set. It would be interesting to investigate 1162
this further. 1163
This paper demonstrates a new way of thinking 1164
about match statistics and their relationship with the 1165
outcomes of football matches and sporting events in 1166
general. It is hoped that this can help provide a better 1167
understanding of the role of match statistics in sports 1168
prediction and GAP ratings provide a straightforward 1169
and intuitive way in which to do this. 1170
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A Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC)1274
Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) weighs up
the likelihood of a model with the number of esti-
mated parameters to provide an indication of the fit of
the model out-of-sample. In the context of predicting
football match outcomes, AIC is given by
AIC = −2 log(L̂) + 2k (21)
where k is the number of estimated parameters and L̂





where pi(Yi) is the probability placed on the outcome 1275
Yi in game i. 1276
